Declaration of consent : photographs and other
media
The purpose of this document is to give the Kin-Ball France Federation the right to use images for the image right for
the whole following team (name of the country or the international Open team):
I expressly declare that I accept that images and / or voices are captured, recorded and filmed and that I have notified
all members of the delegation that I represent:
I declare that I am aware of the fact that images and / or voices are fixed and I declare that I have been fully informed
that all the sound and / or visual recordings made could result in one or more broadcasts to the general public;
I authorize the right to record and set voices and / or images, to reproduce, modify, adapt and disseminate these
recordings to the public, without limitation in number, in whole or in part on any known or unknown media to date
and in all formats and in particular the right to digitize or to be digitized, or to reproduce, the right to put into
circulation, distribute and communicate to the public, the right to sell, the right of rental and the right to represent
and communicate to the public, by any means, including television broadcasting by networks and / or other
telecommunication systems (such as terrestrial or digital channels, Internet, cable, satellite, 3G) the right to exploit by
any known or unknown means, and for all secondary rights and derivatives, in particular on all paper media (such as
newspapers, posters, magazines, books), audio and video media (such as e DVD, CD), and this, completely free of
charge
This authorization is valid for 10 years from the date of the signature of the person concerned:
Place of signature _______________, Date of Signature _______________

Please hand write the following sentence before your signature
«Read and Approved, Good for Agreement of terms »

__________________________________________
Signature of representative of National Federation or of the team

